were seventy cents a day and no raise in sight. It would affect the price of
sugar.
Evidence of poverty spoiled the beautiful place for Olgivanna. She was
touched by the sight of so many ill-fed, mournful-eyed children, and frail-
looking women with sorrowful faces. And the men were no better.
So poor the Puerto Ricans were! We remember a man corning down,
from miles away, to Coamo on a peaked little horse carrying a small
chicken covered with a red handkerchief, to sell this one chicken to the
hotel. To get a little money. Such sights were everywhere.
So, after two months we said goodbye to the beautiful islands with the
romantic history—why not a fragment of Atlantis?—and returned to
Washington where the first signs of spring were beginning to appear.
lovanna had her airing every morning in the sunshine at the foot of the
native Capitol. The faithful Alma never left the baby out of her sight,
nor did the mother leave either out of her sight.
By this time Olgivanna was a shadow. The kind proprietor of the hotel,
solicitous, asked if there was not something especial he might prepare for
her. She ate so little.
These peregrinations had to cease. The anxieties were too great. We
needed a home.
And so, braving the persecution, we returned to Taliesin to take the
consequences. Anything was better and safer than'this equivocal, danger-
ous migration from place to place.
In this connection, I remember the time when and the circumstances
by which I was soon thereafter forced to leave Taliesin because I had
legally lost it. The bank, by formal process, asked me to get out. The drain
of the two fires and lost collections at Taliesin, the consequent years of
forced inaction, wasteful legality, so many lawyers—had left me finally
at the mercy of rented money and its machine process, That process is
interesting to me because it shows how, when legal machinery goes wrong,
it is like other machinery no better or worse than the intelligence that
drives it. It is like any other cherished man-tO3T—strapped to the animals
on the farm.
Some time before that finality came, I had against my will taken my
lawyer's advice to take Olgivanna and lovanna and Svetlana from Taliesin
and go away again—this time to entirely lose ourselves for three months
at least, and leave him, the lawyer, to work out the situation now so
complicated through the advantages taken, on every side—of my own
indiscretion.
'Go away/ said Levi Bancroft, *and PE have your situation straightened
out in three months. Publicity will then quiet down. There will be no
further excuse for such performances as are being staged by Miriam Noel
and the sensational press.
*So long as there is any chance she will perform for them and you will be
good for headlines and "stories". They may get the authorities stirred up,*
said Levi. *The minor official of our country is owned by the newspapers
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